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Story of Devon’s birth– “How do you know how to do that?”
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HistoryBright by Three, formerly Bright Beginnings, was founded in 1995 by Brad Butler, former chairman of Procter and Gamble, and former Colorado Governor Roy RomerTheir vision, which later became our own, was to make sure every child in our state is healthy, valued, and ready to learn. Together they worked with influential business and community leaders to develop programs that promote early childhood development. Since that time, BB3 has served nearly over 250,000 families across the state.  



What is Bright by Text?

free activities, games and resources for parents and 
caregivers of children prenatal to age 5
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In layperson’s terms, we describe BBT as “free activities, games, and resources for parents and caregivers of children under 5 sent right to your cell phone.”



The Bright by Text Formula



Bright by Text Library of Expert Content
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This Layer Cake helps visualize the layered components of the Bright by Text message library. Depending on the child’s age, caregivers receive a mix of research-based Bright by Three curriculum and expert partner content that focuses on early oral health, brain-building activities, and other songs and games that promote serve-and-return behavior.



Sign Up Process
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This is the sign-up processIt begins with the parent or caregiver sending a text to the number 274448 with the keyword BADGER in the body We then prompt the user for the DOB of the child in MMDDYY, and their zip codeTo add an additional child, you can send “BRIGHT” again to the same numberParents and caregivers can expect to receive 2-5 messages per week



Receiving a Message
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What does Bright by Text look like? Each message includes a tracking link to a landing page with additional information, related resources, and in many cases a short modeling video.



Curriculum Message Examples and Click-Through Rates

Learn more about the 
important milestones related 
to baby’s physical, 
intellectual and emotional 
development in the first 4 
months. 44% Setting limits and dealing with 

conflicts can be hard. Try these 
PBS strategies for talking with 
children about everything.

14%
Being a new parents is 
exciting and exhausting! 
You’re doing great. Here’s 
some tips to make the first 
weeks easier. 52%

Is brushing your toddler’s teeth a daily 
battle? Here are some ideas to make 
brushing more fun:

21%
Each child is unique in how she deals 
with the world. Learning the three main 
temperament types can help you better 
understand her. 30%

Is your baby rolling from back to 
front on her own yet? Help her get 
ready for crawling and walking.

35%

Mealtime Message: Put a message 
next to your child’s plate. It may be a 
picture you tear out of a magazine or 
a quick note or drawing. 13%
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Here are examples of curriculum messages in BBT. 



Localized Message Examples and Click Thru-Rates

Celebrate Back-to-School @ 
Lussier Community 
Education Center! 
Giveaways, a delicious meal 
prepared by a local chef, & 
more! 9/27, 5:30 22%

Check out these FREE family 
movies at Madison area 
parks! Grab a blanket, 
popcorn and bug spray & 
enjoy a movie in a park 
throughout August! 33%

FREE Science Saturday at 
WI Institute for Discovery on 
7/13! Check out moon rocks, 
rockets, and Ready Jet Go! 
resources. 66%

Giant puppets, stilt walkers, & jugglers 
will be in this fun parade w/ a harvest 
celebration @ the park after! Free fun! 
10/12 in Viroqua. 10%

Come play in the mud kitchen, make 
art, and more! FREE Children's 
Festival at Myrick Park in LaCrosse on 
8/24 from 9-noon. All ages welcome! 

19%

Come & Play at the Dream Bank!  FREE  
coffee and snacks while kids enjoy an 
interactive story time. 9/19, 10-11. 
Registration required: 

18%
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In addition to our own research-based content and messages compiled from expert partners like Vroom and PBS Learning Media, Bright by Text can distribute messages targeted to a family’s zip code that directs caregivers to relevant, accessible resources in their community.



Healthy Child 
Development

Protective 
Factors

Event or 
Resource 

Promotion
Audience Message

Does the 
message promote 
an event or series 
of events? 

or

Does it promote 
underutilized 
resources in the 
community?

and

Is the event or 
resource free or 
low-cost?

Will the event or 
resource 
contribute to 
healthy child 
development, 
birth to age five?

Which audience 
is most 
appropriate to 
receive the 
message? 

Do you want to 
target a specific 
age group and/or 
location by zip 
code?

Can the message 
be 
communicated in 
140 characters or 
less?

and

Is there a website 
with up-to-date 
information that 
you can include? 
Does the link you 
are submitting 
work on a phone?

and

Can you provide 
the message in 
both English and 
Spanish?

Does the 
message fall 
within at least 
one of the five 
protective factors 
for strengthening 
families?
• Parental 

resilience
• Social 

connections
• Knowledge of 

parenting and 
child 
development

• Concrete 
support in 
times of need

• Social and 
emotional 
competence of 
children

Local Content Guidelines
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Guidelines for local content creation are here and have been aligned to the Early Childhood Colorado Framework and the Strengthening Families Framework out of the Center for the Study of Social Policy. 



Submitting a Local Message



Promotional Materials



Bright by Text Discussion

● How can Bright by Text align with your work?

● How can Bright by Text augment your work?

● What are some ideas to promote Bright by Text?

● Any events/resources in your area to promote via 

Local Message?

Presenter
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Katy - Not sure if this would be relevant or appropriate for your presentation; however, wanted to give you some ideas of potential discussion questions. You are the experts when it comes to family engagement in your communities. Now that you are more familiar with Bright by Text (and how it can augment your work / text is just an added resource), do you believe it is a valuable service to offer to families? What are the natural synergies or alignment to the work you're already doing? How will you plan to promote to families? Can you think of any upcoming events or resources that would be appropriate to send via Local Message? In what ways can we improve Bright by Text?



Katy Kraemer 
Early Learning Specialist

Wisconsin Public Television 
Education

www.wpteducation.org 
katy.kraemer@wpt.org

608-263-2125 

mailto:katy.kraemer@wpt.org
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